
The Ramblings of Madness Series
Introductory Ramble:

I begin this by saying, I'm a fool but we're often told that's the greatest bit of wisdom we can 

possess, so, yeah for me. Expect no grand wisdom or new insight to life, I only speak for myself. I don't 

believe I have anything more to offer than my own experiences and the insight they afford me,.They're 

simply me, reaching out, sharing what I'm thinking, in the hopes they may be useful to someone. I truly 

believe, if one can help just one other person, then ones existence was worth while. In short (aye, too 

late), take these writings with a grain of salt. These articles aren't blanket statements, facts or the like. 

They're just ramblings of madness brought on, at times, by grief, (I've outlived way too many people), 

or loneliness or, once again, the hope they may be useful.

Tonight's rambling is:

Descent:

The Post Transition Blues.

Take anything  near you and toss it up into the air. Did it stay up there? Of course 
not, it returned to your hand. This decent is what it feels like at the other end of any 
grand adventure, especially a journey of self discovery. What begins with a grand 
feeling of freedom, hope for the future ends with the future becoming the present. The 
adventure is over and one returns to a normal life, and very unprepared for it. Feeling 
inexplicably sad, like the proverbial post holiday blues. 

About 15 years plus back, my friend (whom I will call Jane) tried to explain to me 
why she had been depressed for the last few weeks. Though not trans meself, I 
completely understood what she was going through. How is that possible? Simple. 
Because what she was feeling has nothing to do with being trans but it does have 
everything to do with being a person who's life had been placed on hold so to speak. 
Having been there meself via childhood homelessness (after my great grandmother died 
– long story), my life was on hold until I was able to mend my situation. It took decades, 
all of me remaining childhood and most of my young adulthood (which came to soon).
I'm still working on my life, hoping to get to my future everyday life. The difference 
between Jane and I, is that I am preparing for life to become ordinary. For me to 
suddenly drop into the place in my life time, a place I was meant to be in the first place.



Most people who, for whatever reason, had their lives placed on hold or had it placed 
on hold without their consent (as in a transgendered person), all they can dream of is 
beginning the journey that leads them to themselves. 

In the case of the transgendered (as told to me), freeing the self buried alive inside a 
coffin of flesh and blood. The dream of looking into the mirror and seeing glimpses of 
themselves for the first time and not the mask. I've heard this so often, but when I ask 
“and what after transition is done?”. I've only received an answer twice in thirty years. 
What I'm often told is “who cares”. It's when the descent begins that they care. When 
they find themselves sitting, alone, wondering what's next. 

I always dream of the day my life becomes normal and ordinary, more than I do the 
journey there. The journey is just a holiday, I'll enjoy it whilst it lasts and remember it 
fondly in my ordinary life. In this life,  I image myself sitting by a lovely window seat, 
it's cracked enough to the let the wind in. It's raining, Autumn, I can smell the water in 
the wind as it bursts past me into the living room. Perhaps it's the last of summer making 
a grand exit via thunderstorm. I'm alone or with someone I love, be it a friend, family, 
lover or spouse, but alone is good too. I'm warm, safe and at peace, making a grocery list 
for the month's big shop. Annoyed there isn't anything good to watch on the telly, 
wishing Doctor Who or Moonboy would start up again. To me this would be heaven. 
Just living. Yet, I rarely hear such things from people in transition and I ask them, “but 
what of life when the holiday is over?” They look at me as if the high of it will last 
forever and wonder what I'm talking about. I tell them, “your journey, whatever that 
may be, is only a moment and not the rest of your life” but they don't usually listen.

One must plan a life AFTER the journey, because that will be the best and rest of  
your life. I'm not saying the whole of your remaining days will be ordinary, but most 
will. Holidays are meant to celebrate the beauty of the everyday life. We are meant to 
gather, on special days, and remember the day Tracey clogged the toilet at the restaurant, 
sending myself and her sister Carly, into a panic that lead us to flee the loo before it 
flooded. Then, sat at the table, explain why we're flushed (no pun intended, ok yes it 
was) in the face. To remember the silly and senselessness of ordinary days. “Do you 
remember when..” will, almost always, be spoken during holiday gatherings of family 
and friends. If we are lucky.

Without the everyday, ordinary, dull days, life is meaningless. There will be only 
silence when the question “Do you remember when..” is asked. Because the everyday, 
ordinary, dull days, where never lived. Perhaps not live well enough.



This is where some of the post journey/holiday blues come from. The rest comes from 
many other things, such as not forming deep, ordinary friendships. Having the kind of 
friend you can sit with in silence, or talk about the big shop and complain about Doctor 
Who not being on the telly soon enough.

These ramblings were finally pulled out of me when I saw the vlog from A Girl for 
all seasons entitled “What am I meant to be doing now......? ”. This vlog broke my heart. 
I hope all the best for her. 

I'll be posting this on me website and a few more. I find this cathartic. I hope this is 
useful to someone else as well. Please bear in mind the site is a work in progress.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rSo1eLcqlV0
http://intersexedpeopleofnj.altervista.org/

